We ask, and answer, the following question: when is it possible to cover the elements of a given matroid M by p distinct bases so that each element is covered exactly k times? Our result is weaker than the Cyclic Order Conjecture of Wiedemann [9] (and of Kajitani, Ueno and Miyano [7] ), but stronger than similar previous results; it could represent a first step towards resolving the conjecture.
INTRODUCTION
We take as our starting point the matroid covering and packing theorems ( [2, 8] , cf.
[1]):
A matroid M is the union of p bases iff IXI ~<p r(X) for all X _ M. A matroid M contains p disjoint bases iff IM -XI ~>p(r(M) -r(X)) for all X _~ M.
The result given below now follows: PROPOSITION 1. (Conditions (1) and (1') are equivalent; in the following text we shall only appeal to (1) , but in all occurrences it could be replaced by (1').)
IM[ and for all X ~_ M, or for all X ~_ M.

A matroid M can be partitioned into (distinct) bases iff r(M) divides IXI/r(X) ~ IMI/r( M)
In [6] , the following result was derived (from a more general theorem, of interest in estimation of the Feynman amplitudes in perturbation quantum field theory): 
. Bp of M such that each element of M is covered precisely k times iff condition (1) is satisfied and k IMI =P r(M).
Note that Theorem 6 is stronger than Propositions 1-4 (Propositions 1 and 3 directly, Proposition 2 follows from Proposition 3, and Proposition 4 follows from Proposition 1). Also note that Theorem 6 (with p = IMI, k = r(M)) is weaker than Conjecture 5, in the sense that Conjecture 5, if proved, would imply Theorem 6 for that case. Morever, as we explain in Section 3, we believe that Theorem 6 may be useful for a proof of Conjecture 5. 
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Denote b} = If~,i=l B~I. If one such k-cover has b~ I> b}_l -1 for all j <~ k, then we have established Lemma 7. (Recall that we defined a k-cover as an ordered list.) Otherwise, each such k-cover has a first subscript j* for which b~. ~< b~._a -2. Now asstlme that the t k-cover B'~, B~ .... , Bp was chosen so that j* is maXimized and, subject to this, so that b~._~-b~. is minimized. Note that it follows from our assumptions that j*>~ 3. Let e,e' be two elements of (('~i*-I~B~) 
